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A method for building a software con guration from its model and requirements describing its properties is proposed. Our model of software systems re ects architectural and
development-induced relations among component families and variants. The method builds
a generic con guration rst and then proceeds to building a bound one. In building both of
them, a method for version selection plays an important role. It is controlled by heuristics
supplied by a software engineer. We present both methods. We also present results of experimental evaluation of the method for version control. The results support our hypothesis that
more selective lters are to be preferred in order to increase eciency.
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Problem area and goal
Software systems consist of many components. During system development and maintenance, the components undergo changes. When attempting to build a system as a set of
components, a decision must be made which components, and which versions of them should
be included. The software engineer speci es either explicitly or implicitly which components
to include. For software systems comprising several hundreds or thousands of components, the
explicit speci cation becomes a burden. We attempted to tackle this problem by devising a
method which would allow for a more convenient way of speci cation by means of stating the
required properties of the system being built. Moreover, we attempted to propose a method
which would o er means for incorporating heuristic knowledge to control the search process.

Our Approach
Versions
An important subclass of transformations causing the changes of components are those
which preserve speci cation of a component and do not radically change the language. Such
kind of transformations has been characterized as meaning-preserving and lateral (producing
a result at a similar level of abstraction).
Components resulting from such transformations are called versions. Similarly to other
works in the area we distinguish two kinds of versions: variants ('parallel' versions) and
revisions ('serial' versions).
Notion of version is de ned by the relation is version, which holds between two components such that the second one was formed from the rst one by applying the above
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described transformation. The relation is version is re exive, symmetric and transitive. It
de nes equivalence classes within the set of all components, each of which is described as a
family of software components. Hence, a family is a set of all components which are versions
of one another. Moreover, we can recognize within a family the binary relation is variant determined by properties of software components (functional attributes, architectural relations,
and constraints). The relation is an equivalence. Equivalence classes are called variants. We
introduce a software component as a revision. We consider even the very rst concretization
of a variant a revision.
Software System Model
Relations between components can be either development-induced, such as e.g., is variant,
has revision, or architectural, such as e.g., depends on, speci es, uses. The architectural relations can be de ned only between variants and families. As a consequence, any change of
such relations during forming a new revision must result in a new variant. We assume that
all revisions of a given variant have the same architectural relations.
The usual approach to building a con guration is to build a model of the software system
rst. Generally, various kinds of graphs are being used to model software systems. Tichy and
later Estublier have presented a model based on A=O graphs. An important aspect stressed
also by the latter work is reusability of the created con guration.
Our approach is to model software system by an A/O graph. For a family, a model represents links to all its variants. For a variant, the model should represent links to all such
families that are referred to in the variant architectural relations. When referring to a software system model, we speak of a pair (N; E ), denoting an A=O graph with set N of nodes and
set E of edges. Each node is either an A-node or an O-node. An O-node represents a family.
Its successors in graph are variants. Every O-node has at least one successor. An A-node
represents a variant. Every A-node has exactly one predecessor. On every path, A-nodes and
O-nodes alternate.
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Building software system con gurations
We understand, in accordance with most of the literature, the notion of a software system
con guration to be a set of components which is complete, consistent and satisfying the required properties. In our terminology, this corresponds to the notion of a bound con guration.
Our approach to building a software system con guration makes use of some ideas that
have been developed in the eld.
When building a con guration, exactly one variant is to
be included for each family found to be included in the con guration. Moreover, exactly all
families are to be included for each variant found to be included in the con guration. Because
the revisions have not been taken into consideration so far, the resulting con guration is still
a generic one. Only after a revision has been selected for each variant included in the generic
con guration, we have a bound con guration as a result.
There can be built several di erent con gurations from a model of the software system,
usually based on di erent required purposes of the desired con guration. There can be desired
a con guration for an end user, a con guration for futher development, etc. Such con gurations can be speci ed by di erent con guration requirements. In order to build a con guration, our method takes into account knowledge of the architectural relations between
components, knowledge of selecting components (families) and also of selecting variants and
revions for each family.
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Selecting a version
During the process of con guration building according to our method, there are two occasions when selecting a version takes place. We have devised a method to handle selecting in
general which is auxiliary to the method for con guration building. It uses heuristic knowledge.
The method for version selection is employed in solving two tasks. First, it is used to select
a variant (i.e., a set of components equivalent according to their architectural properties and
constraints). Second, the same method is used in selecting a revision (i.e., a component from
among those included in one variant).
Our approach is based on observation that in the case of software components selection, it
is dicult to express a heuristic function which would de ne an ordering of versions based on
their suitability. We have found more advantageous not to attempt to order the alternatives
(i.e. versions) according to their suitability, but rather to delete step by step those least
suitable from the set of all admissible versions. Our strategy of version selection is based
on a sequence of heuristic functions which reduce the set of suitable versions. By changing
the order in which the heuristic functions are applied we can vary the importance of the
evaluation criterion which the given function embodies.
Examples of such heuristics are prefer version with smaller number of de ned architectural
relations with other components, or operating system = DOS ^ communication language =
Slovak.

Method for version selection
Input to the method is:



a set M of all available versions
version selection requirement
{ a necessary selection condition represented by a heuristic function h ,
{ a suitability selection condition
represented by a sequence of heuristic functions
M
[h ; h ; . . . ; hn], where hj : 2 ! 2M ; 0  j  n
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Output from the method is "the most suitable" version v, (v 2 M ), or failure.
The method can be described by the following steps:
1. Apply the necessary selection condition to reduce the set M of all available versions
into a set of admissible versions: suit = h (M ).
If suit = ; then halt, the method has not been successful.
If suit = fvg, i.e. the set of admissible versions has exactly one element then halt, the
method has been successful and the output is the version v.
Otherwise, continue.
2. Apply the heuristic functions [h ; h ; . . . ; hn] in the order of their appearence to the
actual set of admissible versions:
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(a) j := 1
(b) apply the heuristic function ( lter) hj to the set suitj forming a set
(
j (suitj ); if hj (suitj ) 6= ;
suitj = hsuit
otherwise
j ;
1
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(c) If suitj = fvg, i.e. the actual set of admissible versions has exactly one element
then halt, the method has been successful and the output is the version v.
(d) If j = n then halt, the method has been only partly successful so far. To determine
its output, a version v 2 suitn shall be found using some default way.
(e) j := j + 1 and continue with 2b.

Method for building a con guration

Input to the method is:

a software system model M = (N; E ) with roots s ; s ; . . . ; sm ,
 a generic con guration requirement gcrM = (Rel; V ariantCond; ConfConstr),
where Rel is a set of names of architectural relations, V ariantCond is an expression
specifying condition for variant selection and ConfConstr is an expression (built up
from references to heuristic functions) specifying constraint for all components to be
included in the con guration.
 a bound con guration requirement bcrM = (ExpCond; RevisionCond),
where ExpCond is an expression specifying a condition for selection of exported components (selected families) and RevisionCond is an expression specifying the suitability
selection condition for revisions.
Output from the method is:
 a generic con guration for the given model GM , and
 a bound con guration BGM relative to the generic con guration, or
 failure.
In the sequel, we present the method by describing the inputs and outputs to the corresponding steps:
1. Forming a generic con guration
(a) Input:
 a software system model M = (N; E ), and
 a generic con guration requirement gcrM
Output: a graph F = (FN; FE ), where FN  N; FE  E .
There is formed a subgraph F of the A=O graph M modelling the system by
considering the relations speci ed in gcrM :Rel. In F , all the A-nodes represent
only relations given in gcrM :Rel.
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(b)

Input:

a graph F = (FN; FE ) formed in step 1a,
generic con guration requirement gcrM
Output: generic con guration GM = (U; H ), where U  FN; H  FE .
There is formed a generic con guration by selecting exactly one successor to each
O-node (according to variant selection requirement gcrM :V ariantCond), and by
selecting all the successors to each A-node included in the graph. All the nodes
being included in the graph GM must also satisfy the constraints speci ed in both
the generic con guration requirement gcrM :ConfConstr and in the particular nodes. To select a successor to an O-node n, our method for version selection is
applied with the following inputs:
 a set of versions MU = fxjx 2 FN ^ (n; x) 2 FE g, i.e. all successors of node
n
 gcrM :V ariantCond serving as the version selection requirement.
Output is the selected version, i.e. one successor of the node n.
2. Forming a bound con guration
(a) Input:
 a generic con guration GM = (U; H ) formed in step 1b,
 a bound con guration requirement bcrM
Output: a set of exported variants V E .
There is formed a set of exported variants by selecting all variants from the generic con guration GM formed in the step 1b such that they satisfy the condition
bcrM :ExpCond for exported components.
(b) Input:
 a set of exported variants V E formed in step 2a,
 a bound con guration requirement bcrM
Output: a bound con guration, i.e. a set of software components V .
There is formed a bound con guration by selecting a revision for each variant
from the set V E formed in the step 2a such that it satis es the revision selection
condition speci ed in bcrM :RevisionCond. To select a revision for a variant v, the
method of version selection is applied with the following inputs:
 a set of versions in consideration MU = fk jk 2 v g,
 bcrM :RevisionCond taken as the version selection requirement.
Output is the selected version, i.e. a software component (revision) included in the
variant v.



Experiments
We have analyzed the method for version selection independently in order to evaluate its
eciency. It seems reasonable to consider an application of a heuristic function to be the
operation which contributes most signi cantly to the overall e ort.
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Input to the method is a set of versions M and a selection requirement represented by an
expresssion [h ; h ; . . . ; hn ], where h is the necessary selection condition. Selectivity of the
heuristic functions varies in general, i.e. the probability Pi that a particular version will be
selected as a result of an application of the heuristic function hi can vary across the di erent
heuristic functions. The worst case is when there are to be applied all the heuristic functions
from the selection requirement and no application of a heuristic function reduces the set of
admissible versions. Let us denote the number of versions in set M by m. In the worst case,
there must be evaluated (i.e., applied) EW = m  n heuristic functions.
We report elsewhere on our results of an analysis how on average number of applications
of heuristic functions (denoted as EA) depends on the number of heuristic functions ( lters)
denoted as n, and on the number of versions on the input of the method, denoted as m. The
results show that the value of EA is not sensitive to a change of the number of lters included
in the selection requirement for n > 5 and that EA depends approximately linearly on the
number of versions.
Eciency of the proposed method depends not only on the number of versions and the
number of heuristic functions, but also on the heuristic functions themselves and on properties
of versions to which heuristic functions are applied. We present in Figure 1 how the average
number of applications of lters (EA) changes with the change of the probability Pi that a
particular version will be selected as a result of an application of the heuristic function hi. We
assume that all the heuristic functions included in the selection requirement have an equal
probability. Dashed lines depict functional dependencies in the case the selection requirement
is just a sequence of lters, with no necessary selection condition included. The graphs (the
left one parametrized by number of versions m, the right one parametrized by number of
lters n) show that the method for version selection is more e ective for heuristic functions
with a smaller probability that a particular version will be selected by an application of the
heuristic function.
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Figure 1: The average number of applications of heuristic functions EA vs. the probability P .
Let us note that heuristic functions are important not only from the eciency point of
view, but from the point of a quality of the con guration being built as well. There is a
trade-o between these two criteria, with the quality being more important in our view.
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Conclusions
Our approach to divide the building process into building a generic con guration rst,
and building a bound con guration later supports reusability. Frequently, the same generic
con guration can be used to generate di erent con gurations.
In version selection, using heuristic functions not only makes the process potentially more
ecient, but also documents the preferences applied in selections. We have performed numerous experiments aiming to investigate various aspects of selection method eciency. The
results show that selection with heuristics requires on average, in fact almost always (except
of such extreme cases as one component system) less e ort than without them.
The implementation of our approach has been an exciting research endeavour in itself. We
have implemented it in Prolog. However, we found suitable to devise programming techniques
based on such known concepts as meta-programming, re ection, or non-chronological search
to facilitate the implementation work.
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